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Osa Siegner, Postmaster Tracyton WA 98393
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osasiegner@comcast.net
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Angela Hawley, Postmaster Omak WA 98841

952 Sunrise Heights, Okanogan WA 98840-9423
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angilolly@hotmail.com

Retiree President
Louise Soles, Ret PM Veradale WA 99037
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darlousoles@yahoo.com

Area 21 Vice President
Charlotte Devlin, Postmaster Talkeetna AK 99676
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Please extend a warm
NAPUS welcome
to our newest members:
Scott Osman,
Postmaster Point Roberts
Karla Chaparro,
Postmaster Concrete
Jerry Tjers, OIC Burlington
Hugo Vo, OIC Montesano
and
the winner of the $50
new member raffle
Tori Clifford, OIC Woodland

I love Postmaster gatherings.
Whether it’s a district, state, or
national meeting, I love the flow
of ideas and vibrancy. I get jazzed
and carry home with me renewed
sense of purpose and new ideas
on how to run my operation.
The Mid-Winter Conference
that just ended was no different.
I am heartened by the sense of
fraternity and in awe of the talents and dedication of those in
attendance, whether State Officer
or not, whether retired or not.
While in Bellevue, we had
the great pleasure of hosting
the 2 candidates for National
Secretary-Treasurer, Mike McMullough and Mike Quinn,
who had traveled the great distance from their respective states
Florida and Massachusetts. Both
candidates were delightful guests
and displayed desire needed to
fulfill the duties required of the
office. They each spoke to the
group during the General Session and spent a great deal of
time mingling with individual
attendees, but unfortunately neither left with an endorsement by
either the State or the Executive
Committee. A concentrated effort will be made to find answers
to what the Executive Committee needs to know to make an an
informed endorsement, hopefully at the Exec meeting in April.
There was a large ratio of Retirees in attendance. I am glad
that there are still so many retirees that see value in not only
maintaining their membership,
but being actively involved as
well. They bring with them a
sense of stability and history
that would be lacking without
their presence. And though I
will miss working with Laurie
Fuller as their President, she is
such a delight, I am already enjoying the working relationship
President Louise Soles and I are
developing. I’ve known Louise a
number of years, of course, and
have roomed with her a couple
of times in Washington DC,
but I am delighted to find that
we undoubtedly will make the
sum of our two parts greater on
behalf of Washington NAPUS.
While in Bellevue I was treated
to my first tour of the site of the
2013 National Convention at the
Hyatt. It is an amazing facility,
very grandiose with many shops

domiciled there and a skywalk
crossing the street to Bellevue
Square. The room prices are
extremely reasonable especially
given the quality of the hotel. I
love to travel, and even though
the convention will be just a couple of hours from home, I can tell
you it feels a long way off from
Yakima~ the only difference is
I won’t have to pay for airfare.
We had a wonderful speaker
at the Sunday lunch~ Harriet
Baskas. Harriet’s presentation
on the “oddities” of Washington
was gifted to us from Humanities Washington: “Humanities
Washington sparks conversation
and critical thinking using story
as a catalyst, nurturing thoughtful and engaged communities
across our state.” Harriet shared
with us stories of customs, road
side attractions, and just some
weird stuff, like the 2-faced
calf, that have helped weave the
fabric of Washington’s history.
Some of what we saw through
the slide presentation still exists, but much of it does not. I
can’t help but correlate the Jolly
Green Giant in Dayton or the
Tea Pot gas station in Zillah to
the potential demise of many of
our small Post Offices; places of
historical, sentimental, and communal value that may exist with
or without obvious purpose.
Like those oddities, our small
Post Offices still have significant
value, functional and otherwise.
Even when these offices don’t
bring in more than they spend,
a description that applies to approximately 80% of all facilities,
they have tremendous value to
the communities in which they
reside. They are a significant
piece of that historical, and future, fabric of their communities.
I have my registration and
flight to Leadership in DC paid
for and my hotel room booked.
I’m stoked; Washington DC is a
wondrous place. I’ve only been
there the last 4 years and I could
kick myself for not having started going many years ago. The
power and beauty of the area is a
heady thing. Every year is an important year for Postmasters to
be on the Hill, but this year is arguably one of the most important
ever. For yourself, for your career, and for the USPS, I encourage you to make THIS year the
year you attend Leadership (the
last week in March). You will
find other information in this issue of the Evergreen, including
how you could possibly be partially reimbursed for your trip.
As well, Osa’s article will contain
important information on the
how’s and why’s of Leadership.
Is there anything liquid, fragile, perishable, or potentially
hazardous in here? This is a
question we ask many times a

day. The answers range from no,
to “only if you consider a paper
cut hazardous” to wondering
why we ask the question (“can’t
we mail a fragile item?”). To the
last question I often respond that
it’s not necessarily to prohibit the
items that might exhibit some of
those characteristics, but to assure they are packaged in order
to prevent damage~~ Packaging
is the first line of defense to assuring the package arrives safely
and intact. Prevention is the key.
Prevention is the key as
well to remaining a valued and
trusted employee. Particularly
in the Seattle District there is a
heightened awareness that there
could be corrective action for a
Postmaster should expectations
not be met. We should all know
by now what the hot button issues are – safety, attendance,
dispatch, scanning, wait time in
line…to name a few; we are responsible not only for our own
actions but our employees’ as
well. Our responsibilities and
the consequences of failing to
meet them seem to be increasing. I will not argue that it is
not a difficult thing to do all we
need to do in the amount of
time given and nearly impossible to complete all our duties
100% accurately all the time.
The thing I want to caution
you about is that when a mistake is made or you don’t fulfill
an expectation that is required
of you (or you think it doesn’t
make you look like a superior
Postmaster), accurately record
the action ~ Let your records accurately reflect what happened,
even if it isn’t pretty. If you falsify, if you lie, it will only compound and obscure the original
issue. Then, not only did you
not perform as expected, you are
deemed untrustworthy as well,
and from your manager’s viewpoint, this is not a good thing.
I can’t stress enough that if
you find you may have an incident that could possibly lead to
corrective action, it is never too
early to contact Postmaster Rep
Bill Carlton or myself; any conversation with us regarding such
subject matter is confidential
and our role is to protect you
as extensively as possible from
career-damaging repercussions.
I wish to thank the State and
District officers for their continued commitment to NAPUS on
your behalf. Many of them have
taken on responsibilities for several years now (many for Osa and
Lisa) and I am encouraged by
their dedication to Postmasters
through this great organization.
President
Michelle Lee
Postmaster, Granger
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Hopefully you have had the opportunity to read your Western
Word. If not, please do so. There
are some great articles written by
our members that will most likely
enlighten you and your thoughts
of the path that the United
States Postal Service is taking.
I fortunately have had the opportunity to vent with some understanding peers and we have
discussed the manner to which

we are addressed by our leadership and their ability to perform
their jobs in a manner that is productive and effective. We know
that when we address our employees with understanding and
a clear knowledge of their abilities, our operations have a higher
degree of success than without
the essentials of clear communication and compassion. Then
why don’t they? And if they do,
why aren’t they conveying that in
their communications with us?
If you add the “why” when you
are making a decision to your
subordinates, it helps them to
understand. So often, nowadays
we just get told to do it. We don’t
understand “why” the decision
was made and it was made without any input from our level. A
little explanation goes a long way.
Make no mistake; there are some
senior leaders that do take the

Communication is the key

time to explain their decisions,
for those that do thank you.
I once had a conversation with
a previous Manager and during that conversation he stated,
“You will never see any of them
at your funeral, you will be lucky
if they call your spouse/family
when you die.” That was many
years ago when I heard that and
I doubt that I will ever forget it.
Please keep this in mind when
we (NAPUS) remember our
fallen Postmasters and their family members at our conventions.
Also keep in mind that good
effective leadership, which we
all signed up for, includes keeping your employees informed
of the “why” of your decisions.
As I listen in on telecoms and
attend training classes I hear
many trainers and senior managers addressing the attendees’
shortcomings. As I read e-mails

and entertain phone calls regarding “failures”, I sit back and
say to myself, “Really”. I’m not
going to say that we have 100%
of all of our Postmasters giving 100% all of the time, but
I am aware of many that do.
As a Postmaster we know that
we constantly have the operation of our individual Post Offices on our minds. In planning
for family functions, vacations,
appointments etc, the first consideration is the Post Office.
Seldom do we hear praises for our
accomplishments; rarely do we
hear a sincere “How are you”? It
is a good thing that we have each
other. Please pass this on to other members and non-members.
As I look forward to this year,
my calendar is filling up rapidly
with Postmaster representative
responsibilities. If I can offer just
a word of advice to my fellow
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Postmasters, now is not the time
to wonder if things were done.
Now is the time to know that
everything was done and done
right. I will be seeking a willing
Postmaster to fulfill the duties
as PM Rep. as I look forward to
the responsibilities of President
next year. If you are at all interested please contact me as soon
as possible. I believe the training
at Leadership and the National
Convention is essential to a
State Postmaster Representative.
If you were not in attendance at
Bellevue for the mid-winter convention, the plan for next midwinter location is in Chelan, WA.
Any input for training, entertainment, etc. is surely welcomed.
Vice President/PM Rep
Bill Carlton
Postmaster, Elma

Register Now for the 2012 Leadership Conference

Hello to everyone,
I just got home from Midwinter
conference in Bellevue. It was
lots of fun to see and visit with
old friends and make some new
ones. President Michelle did an
excellent job putting together
interesting and vital classes to
improve our lives and make
our jobs easier. Lorne Counter
helped me understand EDDM
in some ways I hadn’t before.
Eric Colon showed us how to
get into eCareer and set it up to
be the most advantageous. Angela Hawley shared with us a
new and interesting way of looking at our jobs and preventing
burnout and cynicism. Great
advice if we take it to heart.
I don’t have time to go into all
the speakers, but I really appreciated Kim Anderson the Portland
District Manger for coming and
sharing heart to heart with us
and the encouragement he had
to offer. Kristin is definitely the
go to person for hiring. She is
simply amazing and so willing to
share what she has come to know
in order to make our jobs easier.
Once again it is time to get
ready to go to Washington DC
and make our voices heard in
person to our Legislators. I am

in the process of making appointments for our delegation
to visit their own Representatives and all of us to visit our
Senators. If you are going to DC
be sure to let me know so I can
plan on you. The offices want to
know before hand exactly who
will be showing up for the appointment and that at least one
person is a voter in their district.
Once again the Washington state chapter has set aside
funds to offer a scholarship
for active non funded Postmasters to attend the Leadership/Legislative
conference.
The conference runs from March
24th to March 28th. If you are
not an officer or chairperson
that already receives funds up to
six people can receive a scholarship. $3,000 has been set aside
so a scholarship can be $500$900 depending on if all six are
taken. Last year all were not.
The funds will be a reimbursement if you attend the
meetings and go to the appointments you are assigned.
If you go to www.napus.org. you
can sign up for the conference online and see the agenda. Official
activities begin with a church service on Sunday and end with the
appointments I set up on Tuesday. Wednesday will be a travel
home day. It is always a fun and
amazing time to be at the center
of so much History and yet so
much of the future will be determined in the very Halls we walk.
Take care, Laugh often, Love with all your
heart and God bless you all
Legislative Rep
Osa Seigner
Postmaster, Tracytown

Have you given to
PAC?

www.napus.org
RegisteR Online

first Name:

last Name:
(as it should appear on your badge)

title: (Please check one that applies)
Postmaster

Postmaster retired

associate member

Post office You represent:

guest

City:

state:

Your mailing address:
City:

state:

day time Phone:

Zip:
fax:

email:
Please Note oNe atteNdee Per registratioN form

RegistRation Fee:

On or before February 10th, 2012

After February 10th, 2012

(Please circle fee that applies)

$135

$155

PAYMENT

(Payment in full using one of these options must accompany this form):

Check Payable to NAPUS
Travel Order #:
Visa/MasterCard

Card Number:
Exp. Date:
Signature:

Card Security Code:

registration CanCellation refund poliCy:
Requests for cancellation refunds must be made in writing and be sent to the address below. Requests must be postmarked by
February 10th, 2012

Hotel reservations:
nAPUs has reserved a block of rooms at the discounted rate of $213 single/Double/ triple/Quad plus tax. You must call the Crystal
gateway Marriott Hotel directly to make reservations at (703) 920-3230. this rate will be available on a first come, first served basis
until February 10th, 2012; rooms may be depleted well before January, so please call as quickly as possible.

Banquet Seating:
Registrants will be seated with their chapters on a first come basis. Registrations received after February 10th, 2012 are not
guaranteed to be placed at chapter tables and will be seated where space is available. Banquet tickets will be enclosed in your
conference materials distributed at the beginning of the conference.

Please mail/fax registration forms to:

register oNliNe at www.naPus.org

NaPUs leadership Conference registration
c/ o let’s meet inc.
18222 flower Hill Way #301
gaithersburg, md 20879

fax(877) 332-5186

Announcement!!
Jim Fusco, retired Postmaster of Ocean City, NJ has announced his intention to run for the opening on the
Credit Committee of the NAPUS Federal Credit Union.
Jim was the New Jersey State President for three terms, the only
person in New Jersey to be elected President three times. Jim was
also a National Vice President representing area 5, (NJ, DE & MD)
in 2003-2004. Jim has been a member of the NAPUS organization
since 1976 and he retired from the USPS after a forty-two year career.
Jim is asking all members of the NAPUS Federal Credit Union
for their vote of confidence when they receive their ballots this summer. The results will be announced at the annual national convention in Oklahoma City this September.
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NAPUS WA CHAPTER 25 – 2011 FINANCIAL STATEMENT
RECEIPTS

Budget

1 DuesWithholding
(includes $3 from $ Fund)
2 Cash Dues
3 Dividends/int. on checking
4 Insurance promotion (GMAC)
5 State Conv/Conf receipts
6
7
8
9
10

Hospitality Room donations
Pins, Pictures
Miscellaneous
Voided Checks
Deficit

$48,500.00
$$760.00
$100.00
$100.00
$-

$500.00
$$$-

Actual

Difference

$43,480.60
$$984.20
$357.62

$287.69
$309.00
$2,930.00
$$-

$(5,019.40)
$$224.20
$257.62
$(100.00)

$287.69
$(191.00)
$2,930.00
$-

$49,960.00
$48,349.11
$(1,610.89)
TOTAL RECEIPTS
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// ////////////////////////////////////////////////////
DISBURSEMENTS
ANNUAL EXPENSES - OFFICERS
11 President
12 Vice President
13
14 Editor
15 Legislative Rep
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

$1,200.00
$800.00

$1,200.00
$800.00

$800.00
$800.00

$800.00
$800.00

Secretary
Service Rep
Treasurer
Postmaster Rep
Postmaster Rep
Retiree Pres.

$800.00
$800.00
$800.00
$400.00
$800.00
$400.00

$800.00
$800.00
$800.00
$400.00

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
President
Vice President

$950.00
$950.00

$950.00
$950.00

Editor
Legislative Rep
Secretary
Service Rep
Treasurer
Postmaster Rep
Postmaster Rep
Career Development Chairman
PAC Chairman
Column 1 totals

A couple years ago I attended
a seminar on emotional survival. Although Dr. Gilmartin’s
concepts were based around
law enforcement, as I listened
to his message I began to realize that the basic principals of
his theories applied to me as
well as many of my colleagues.
How many of us remember
what it felt like when we were
first promoted to our position
of Postmaster? I’m going to
venture that for most, if not all
of us, that new position began
with enthusiasm, motivation
and idealism.
How many of
us still feel that same optimism?
Unfortunately it seems that for
many, the course of their career
has produced changes in their
attitude. Idealism has become
cynicism, optimistic enthusiasm has become pessimism and
that once happy, easygoing new
Postmaster has now become
an angry and negative veteran.
In the beginning we focused
on our mission to be the best
Postmaster we could be. We
looked to veteran Postmasters
for guidance and mentoring.
Because we were focusing on
learning our new job we may
not have noticed that although
the experienced Postmaster really did know how to do their
job and had become successful
in their career, their personal
lives might not have fared as well.

$400.00

$$$$$$$$$$(800.00)
$-

$950.00
$950.00

$950.00

$$$$(950.00)
$$$$$(950.00)
$$(950.00)
$-

$17,100.00

$13,450.00

$(3,650.00)

$950.00
$950.00
$950.00
$950.00
$950.00
$950.00

$950.00
$950.00
$950.00
$950.00

As we focused on our new
role as Postmaster the job began to take on more and more
of our time until it became more
than just a job, for many of us
it became a central and defining aspect of our life. First
came emotional changes; stress
and frustration lead to anger
or depression and over time
that negativity became a prevailing and ever present state
in our lives and in our homes.
The constant pressure and the
physical upheaval it caused in our
lives lead us now as veteran postmasters to face physical changes
in addition to emotional issues.
Physical fitness and positive recreation deteriorated and all but
disappeared from our lives. Does
this resemble your situation?
All to often we look back on
our career with a very different
perspective than the one we held
before and form two conclusions.
“If I had to do it all over again,
I don’t think I’d become a Postmaster. I’d go into some other
line of work.” and/or “Ten more
years and I’m the hell out of
here.”
The cost of the journey can be
measured in many ways. Professionally, minor dissatisfaction
with the organization can become all-consuming anger, hostility, and open hatred toward
the management hierarchy of the
USPS. The cost, unfortunately,
can also be tabulated personally
in failed marriages, children in
trouble, and an overall domination of negativity. The scars,
both physically and emotionally,
are all too often clearly visible.
Can the journey through your
career as a Postmaster be made
easier, less emotionally damaging? Is the idealistic new Postmaster forced to experience the
deteriorating emotional changes
brought on by the job? Does a

DISBURSEMENTS
(continued)
NATIONAL CONVENTION
34 President
35 Vice President
36
37 Editor
38 Secretary
39 Postmaster Rep
40 Postmaster Rep
41 Service Rep
42 Treasurer
43 PAC Chairman
44 Door Prize
45 WA Chpt Hosp Rm

BUDGET

ACTUAL

DIFFERENCE

$850.00
$850.00

$850.00
$850.00

$850.00
$650.00
$650.00

$850.00
$650.00

$650.00
$650.00
$650.00
$100.00
$2,000.00

$650.00
$650.00
$650.00
$100.00
$1,161.52

$300.00

$300.00

$500.00

$500.00

$$$-

$1,000.00
$450.00
$3,000.00
$6,200.00
$800.00

$796.65
$$3,348.00
$6,719.11
$131.20

$(203.35)
$(450.00)
$348.00
$519.11
$(668.80)

MISCELLANEOUS
55 National Photo CD
56 Mid-Winter Start-Up

$50.00
$2,000.00

$50.00
$2,000.00

$$-

57 State Convention Start-Up
58 Misc Exp (EB 10% line 1)

$2,000.00
$4,850.00

$2,000.00
$2,699.98

$$(2,150.02)

59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Pins, Pictures
Retirees @ $10 per member
President's Gift
Service Rep Promo Gift
Scholarship Comm. Postage
PAC postage
PM/Year Award & Plaque

$500.00
$2,500.00

$594.00
$2,330.00

$100.00
$100.00
$50.00
$560.00

$100.00
$29.85
$19.15
$523.25

$94.00
$(170.00)
$$$(70.15)
$(30.85)
$(36.75)

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

$49,960.00

$42,002.71

$(7,957.29)

46
47
48
49

HOSPITALITY ROOM
Mid-Winter Conference
State Convention
National Convention

50
51
52
53
54

CHAPTER OPERATING EXPENSES
Notices, Postage, Supplies
Computer Software/Hardware
Transfer of monies to $ fund
EVERGREEN publication
Web Page costs

$$$$$$(650.00)
$$$$$$(838.48)

Mike McCullough, National Secretary/
Treasurer Candidate

Michelle Lee, Postmaster Granger and
Harriet Baskas, writer and radio producer

Get off the roller coaster

Postmaster have any hope of remaining an emotionally stable,
physically fit individual who
enjoys both a fulfilling career in
the USPS and a functional and
healthy personal life?
Many Postmasters, in fact,
do survive emotionally and remain functional, healthy individuals after twenty, thirty and
even forty years in the USPS.
Many Postal families remain loving, functional, and supportive.
These families can be seen interacting with members of the general community – at community
events, activities at their place of
worship, and sporting events.
If some Postmasters are able
to remain emotionally functional, every one of us need to ask
some questions.
~ How do these folks survive
the job emotionally?
~ Can the USPS help Postmasters to survive emotionally?
~ Is NAPUS addressing the issues of their membership’s
emotional well being?
Before we can initiate any assistance for Postmasters, we need
to know exactly what changes
they are going through. The best
way to find out what changes affect Postmasters is to go straight
to the source – ask the Postmasters themselves:
~ Do you view the USPS differently the longer you are a Postmaster?
~ Do you trust your MPOO to
support you?
~ Do you trust Headquarters to
make decisions in your best
interest? Congress?
~ Do you believe what is being
passed down from Headquarters as information?
The following word-association
exercise will help you become
aware of changes in your outlook
since becoming a Postmaster.
What is the first word that comes

to your mind when you hear
the words shop steward? Did
you think something like “jerk,”
“trouble-maker,”
“instigator?”
The majority of Postmasters
are probably going to associate
shop steward in a negative manner. However, a non-Postmaster
group might respond to the term
“shop steward” with something
like: “A man or woman elected
to represent coworkers in dealings with their employer.”
We, as Postmasters, like all
other human beings, form our
viewpoints and predictions
about life from the situations and
events we see every day. How
many shop stewards have you
dealt with whose primary focus
was to work with management to
resolve an employee issue? How
affective has the NPA been? How
about DOIS? SPMS? CPMS?
Business Connect?
Most of us would admit to
being somewhat cynical, but are
we really aware of the long term
impact cynicism creates on attempting to maintain a normal
work ethic and emotional life?
Dr. Gilmartin used a simple ratio to determine numerically the
degree cynicism had invaded
our viewpoint. He said to take
the square root of the number of
times you say B.S. in an average
day. Using this equation, many
Postmasters would see both
themselves and their fellow Postmasters score highly on the cynicism scale each day. Any time
something occurs we disagree
with, “it’s B.S” An e-mail arrives
down the chain of command
from your MPOO and before
we even read it, there is a chorus
of “Look at this B.S. Don’t they
have anything better to do than
micromanage?”
As the years in our career
pass, anything and everything
we disagree with, don’t like, or

find different is “B.S.” It comes in
many varieties: Administrative
B.S., Management B.S., Union
B.S., Customer B.S... It’s all Total
B.S. In fact, being a Postmaster
wouldn’t be so bad if it weren’t
for all the B.S.
Frustration causes us to take
psychological shortcuts by just
labeling things as B.S. It beats listening to the same problems every day at work- the same problems we have been listening to
for the past five or ten years and
probably will be listening to for
the next ten to fifteen. By labeling it as B.S. we can avoid thinking about things we don’t agree
with or can’t change.
The problem with this is that
as cynicism develops, and everything becomes B.S., we have
to be able to explain the source:
“Where does all this B.S. come
from? Who causes all this B.S.”
Soon an obvious answer appears.
Every Postmaster knows who
causes all the B.S....“It’s the jerks.”
Now, as experienced Postmasters, growing in both experience
and cynicism, we can explain any
issue or problem that presents itself:
“It’s just B.S. and
this guy is a jerk.”
Now there is no longer any
need to deal with the problems
we encounter every day. We just
go thru the motions because
it’s just B.S. anyway and anyone
who doesn’t agree is a jerk. The
more years we work, the more
jerks we encounter. There is
management jerks, union jerks,
local jerks, flaming jerks. The
only thing limiting the creation
of new categories is our own
imaginations. So is this cynicism unavoidable? Are we to
conclude that most Postmasters
will end up cynical individuals
who think most people are jerks.
~ Continued on page 8 ~
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Retired, but still active

It was so good to hook up
with all my retired postmaster
buddies for the NAPUS midwinter conference in Bellevue over
the MLK weekend. Even with
the snow, traveling conditions
weren’t bad at all and the city
was beautiful. Those attending
the retirees meeting were Michael Lange, Deanna Nielsen,
Sue Stiritz, Marjie Gallagher,
Lon Posenjak, Karol Kusunose,
Bob Westfall, David Reid, Joyce
Huber, Kerry Petre, Karen Lemmon, Mel Williams, Louise Soles
and Vic Rohret, and guests: Char
Williams and Ramona Hoffman. And a most welcome VIP,
Jack Wilkins, Postmaster retired,
Reno NV, and current National NAPUS retirees president.
It was an honor to have Jack

with us and we enjoyed his participation. He is doing really
good things for us and for the
organization. I am impressed
with his willingness to take the
time to join the Washington
group of retirees. He said he
didn’t know us and came because
he wanted meet us. I think we
made a favorable impression.
I love reuniting with retired
and active postmasters because
of the social benefits and the
good times. I am happy to have
been elected president of WA
NAPUS retirees. But I know we
have a lot of work ahead of us.
There have been 3500 post offices across the country on the
possible closings list and while
some have been removed from
that list, in May there may be another 6000 added to the “chopping block”. Kerry Petre calculated that’s about 1 in 8 offices!
(Although some on the list are
actually stations and branches.)
National President Jack Wilkins
noted that the title of POSTMASTER stays with us even after we retire. I like that. I am
still a Postmaster and I don’t
have all the heavy responsibility. In talking to active Postmasters it is quite evident that
the changes in the Postal Service

are extremely hard on those still
working. They are facing conditions that would have been considered unthinkable in my time.
Change, especially in the current
economic climate is inevitable,
but we need to pray for wisdom
for those directing the changes.
The proposed closing of 6000+
post offices is scary. What will be
the impact on: universal service?
major mailer customers? the
communities? And of course,
how will it affect our friends who
are targeted? And what will happen to the USPS itself? Postmasters retired are being recruited to
work with communities wanting to save their local POs from
closure. Karen Lemon has been
keeping tabs on targeted offices and Deanna Nielsen volunteered to work actively with
communities on the western
side of the state. Depending on
how close you live to an office
slated for closing, you may be
asked for your help also. Things
will be getting more intense as
we get closer to May. With the
future of the USPS looking so
bleak, NAPUS needs retired
postmasters to come forward
and do what they can to help.
Remember, active postmasters
are prohibited from getting in-

volved in post office closings.
Thanks to postmaster retired
Karol Kusenose for her excellent midwinter presentation on
how NARFE (National Active
& Retired Federal Employees)
works for the benefit of all postmasters and federal employees.
NARFE is a great organization.
It offers assistance not available from HR to those preparing to retire. And it works very
hard to protect our hard earned
benefits (NOT entitlements!).
Retirees are preparing to attend the NAPUS Leadership
Conference in Washington DC
March 24-28 2012. VP Kerry
Petre will be representing WA
retirees as president designee.
Others planning to attend are
Secretary Vic Rohret, Treasure
Marjie Gallgher, Lon Posenjack and Deanna Nielsen. The
chapter voted to offer a limited
number of $300 scholarships to
help with expenses for those not
otherwise funded. If you are interested in going to Wash. DC,
contact Secretary Vic Rohret. I
believe there are still 2 scholarships available. You know how
wonderful the nation’s capital
is, and we need you to help put
postal service and retirement issues before our Congressmen.
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Requirements for the $300 funding are that you register for the
Conference and that you attend
general retirees meetings and be
present at congressional visits
for which you are scheduled. It’s
that easy and it is a truly wonderful experience. Do it! Forms
and more information are available in the Gazette, The Evergreen, and at NAPUSWA.com.
Retirees will once again enjoy each other’s company at the
WA State NAPUS Convention in
Ferndale WA June 28-30 2012.
We are hoping to prepare a lunch
for all attendees as a fund raiser.
It will be fun and a lot of work and
we will need your help. Be there.
Retirees make the world a
better place. We volunteer our
extra time and resources to help
our families, our churches, our
communities and the world.
Remember “You cannot do
all the good the world needs,
but the world needs all the
good you can do.” (unknown)
Retiree’s President
Louise Soles
Ret. PM, Veradale
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Retirees, if you use email, please let Secretary, Vic Rohret, know your email address.
Occaisionally we may want to send out a notice or get a hold of you quickly.
Send information to Vic at vicr@centurytel.net. If you want to contact Louise Soles, her email is darlousoles@yahoo.com.
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01/10/12
Letter to the Editor
I was surprised and stunned to read the front page of the recent Evergreen Postmaster. Right on the front page was a clear
unambiguous reference extolling someone’s religious beliefs.
My religion and religious beliefs are of a personal nature and
I choose not to push them on others. Likewise, I expect others not to push their religion on me. I believe that is my
right as an American and my right as a member of NAPUS.
Seeing this on the front page of our publication, one would
assume the Washington State NAPUS Chapter is endorsing Christianity as the one true religion at the exclusion
of other religions. If I were of another religion, I would
rightly be offended that my beliefs and my right to be free
of being exposed to religious beliefs of others were violated.

Talons Thanks You!

To the Washington State NAPUS Postmaster,

1/20/2012
One behalf of Bob, Vicky and myself, we would
like to thank you for the opportunity to meet with
all of you in Bellevue last weekend. We truly enjoyed the experience, and look forward to assisting
each of you with your personal needs by providing
you a comprehensive review of your federal benefits.
We received an incredibly positive response, and
a huge number of requests to provide further assistance and meet with you one-on-one. Currently,
we are in the process of contacting each of you to
provide the follow-up and the Federal Benefits Survival Kit you requested. Our objective will be to
contact each of you over the next few weeks.

I may agree with the following words in the Evergreen Postmaster (“his one and only Son Jesus Christ,” “make Christ
your priority at Christmas” “take time out of your celebration
of Christ to deliver the mail” “Christmas is about Jesus” “his
gift of eternal life through his son”), but, I also agree they are
inappropriate and do not belong in our publication, the same
way that references to the Koran and Allah do not belong there.

In the mean time, if you have any immediate
needs, please feel free to contact us. We are always
available as a resource to help you plan for your future and help you navigate these confusing times as
postal employees.

I believe this is way past the line of what is appropriate and
acceptable. I would never allow this in my work environment and I believe members should be protected from being
subject to others religious beliefs in our NAPUS publication.

Jeff D. Jewett
Chief Financial Officer

Every organization is comprised of people of diverse, political, religious and social environments. Our Washington NAPUS Chapter is one of them. Everyone wants to
be valued and respected as individuals of this organization. However, the purpose of the Evergreen Postmaster is to share information relevant to our work as Postmasters and not to advocate individual religious beliefs.

Sincerely,

Talons Group, Inc.
19800 Village Office Court, Suite 100
Bend, OR 97701
(p) 541.550.7670
(f) 541.550.7671
www.talonsgroup.com

I would like to express my sincere appreciation for the
hospitality and kindness bestowed upon me while attending your Mid-Winter Conference. My time meeting with all in attendance gave me a sincere appreciation for your State Chapter.
Within the NAPUS organization the one familiar
theme that is a constant is that we are a family. Your
chapter demonstrated just that in my short stay with
you.
While I did not leave your state with the endorsement
I sought to become the next National Secretary/Treasurer, I understand and respect the Executive Board’s
decision note to support either candidate at this time.
When I look at the big picture I did leave with something very important and that is many new friends that
are now part of my NAPUS family.
When the Executive Board does meet again and makes
the important decision as to who your state should
support I can only ask that the qualifications of both
candidates be considered closely. I know if looked at
closely it would be noted that I am the only candidate
that has been a State Chapter President. I am the only
candidate that has actually been a Secretary/Treasurer
in different organizations. I am the only candidate that
has served on the Supervisory Committee of a large
credit union. I bring to the position more then just my
education – I bring experience. I bring my motivation
to serve all Postmasters.
Again thanks for the great time at your Mid-Winter
conference and I look forward to seeing many of you
again at Leadership.
Mike McCullough
Candidate National Secretary/Treasurer

Planning Your Retirement

Robert Welch
Postmaster
Ridgefield, WA
1-18-2012
Michelle Lee
Chapter President Washington
Dear Michelle,
I want to thank you and your Chapter for extending me a
warm welcome to your Mid-Winter Conference held in Bellevue. Your hospitality made it feel like I was on vacation and
visiting friends.
Thank you to Gordon Williams for picking me up on Friday, and to Osa Siegner and Deanna Nielsen
for taking me back to the airport at a very early hour on Sunday morning. I look forward to meeting you all once again at
the Leadership Conference in Washington D.C. in March,
and I hope I can answer all of your questions at that time.
Sincerely,
Michael E. Quinn
Postmaster-Dracut, MA
Candidate for NAPUS National Secretary-Treasurer 2013-2014
Miketamiquinn@msn.com
978-360-0772

Karol Kusonose, a NARFE
representative and the Retired
Postmaster of Maple Valley
took time out to share with us
the importance of supporting
NARFE. Many may believe that
NARFE is an organization for
retired federal employees but
in truth NARFE works to protect the rights and benefits of
both active and retired Federal
employees. She encouraged us
each to consider becoming one
of the 360,000 NARFE members.

Silent Auction an Absolute Success!!!
What a tribute to the characters who are active in our wonderful
Washington NAPUS!!! The silent auction, to benefit the scholarship program, was a huge success and everyone went away happy, almost! Several were wishing the bidding had gone on a little longer as they did not
win the bid they so desperately wanted. Always a happy thing when it
comes to raising money! The items donated for auction were amazing, wonderful and true prizes desired by many and I thank everyone
that donated from the bottom of my heart for their thoughtfulness and
generosity. You ROCK!!!!! Please keep us in mind as we get ready for
summer convention in Ferndale, WA. We will do it again! Because of
your generosity, two college students will be very happy! Spread the
word, the scholarship application can be found on the NAPUS web
site with a deadline of March 31st 2012. Good luck to all applicants!
Scholarship Chairman
Mary Christiansen
Postmaster, Quinault

Portland District Manager, Kim Anderson
Portland District Manager, Kim Anderson made the trip
up from Portland to share with us at the Mid Winter Conference his perspective on the current state of the Postal Service.
He is, of course, on the same page as Headquarters when it
comes to the changes currently taking place and those being
proposed but he also understands the personal affect these
changes have on each of us. He also believes that although
these changes are difficult, and he does not deny that they
are, they will ultimately make for a better Postal Service. He
referenced the evolution the Postal Service has already gone
through over the past 60+ years and how postal employees
then must have felt the same way we all do now yet as an
organization we continue to improve. He believes that when
we look back at this era in our history we will be better for it
and we will be able to say that we were a part in this chapter
of change. Kim has always been and continues to be a strong
advocate of NAPUS and Postmasters in general. We appreciate his taking the time to attend our Mid Winter Conference.
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Washington Be One of the 60!
OKC 2012 Needs YOU!

The Oklahoma NAPUS Chapter needs
your help. To make your Convention the
best it can be and most affordable for your
finances, we need for you to take 5 minutes
of your time to log into the soonerpostmaster.org website. Once at the site click
on the boat in the canal. This will take you
to the Convention links. Choose either the
hardcopy or electronic registration and fill
it out, then submit it. At the same time you
can browse the selection of hotels offered
and make your reservations in advance.
Your influence on your friends and
neighboring Postmasters is also needed.
You should talk to them about the importance now more than ever in staying connected to the current and future changes
coming down from Headquarters. The
training received at a National Convention
is priceless in these days of no training offered at the District and Area levels. Where
else can you ask the instructors about a
concern or problem in a program? In networking with other Postmasters across
the country, you may find an answer to
many questions in a friendly conversation.
This is a convention where a vacation
can be taken in conjunction with an outstanding event. Take that vacation you have
been putting off right here in Oklahoma.
One could come a week early or stay a week

later, while still experiencing the convention. Did you know that Saturday, Sunday
and Monday will be non-leave days? The
only days requiring leave will be Tuesday
and Wednesday. Still needing an incentive?
Do you itemize you taxes? Then this could
be entered as training for your occupation,
but ask your tax expert to make sure that
you qualify. The cost of travel, hotel and associated expenses may be declared on your
2012 taxes. What can be better than that?
Well, better would be the quality of
the event offered by the Oklahoma Chapter. We have 4 Diamond hotels, accessible and affordable entertainment and
restaurants, top notch training, outstanding networking and the ability to talk to
the movers and shakers in both the USPS
and NAPUS during your stay. Your Oklahoma Postmasters have been working for 5
years to make this YOUR best convention
to attend. We suggest clicking on soonerpostmaster.org to see the airport/airline
link, the hotel links, the Oklahoma Tourism links, entertainment links and more.
To make this succeed we need you to
be one of 60 Postmasters from Great State
of Washingon. Can you help us? Please
make the effort to be one of the informed
and responsible Postmasters in attendance.
Catch the Dream in OKC this September.

It’s not too early to start
planning for Summer Convention!
Register Now!!
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General Business Session
January 14, 2012 Red Lion Bellevue, WA
The meeting was called to order at 3:40 p.m.
Pledge led by Teri Johansen
Minutes read from previous meeting were read by Wendy Allen. No corrections
were made.
Officers ReportsPresidents- Michelle Lee thanked the group for their spirit and participation during the convention. Noted an error on the summer convention registration form
and will be corrected.
Vice Presidents -No report
Secretary –Wendy Allen is working through some glitches with printing address
labels for district meetings. She encouraged the districts not wait until the last
minute to request labels from her.
Treasurer-Angela Hawley gave the report for Kristen Luther. The accounts are as
follows:
General Accounts
Regular share savings $6,560.73
Checking $41,719.39
Dollar Fund $5,664.72
CD $1,041.20
Convention/Scholarship Accounts
Shared savings $1,247.00
Convention $4,244.92
Scholarship $1,364.81
CD $10,018.17
Editor-Angela Hawley announced next Evergreen deadline is next Friday January
20th. She encouraged all officers and any others with thoughts and stories to
write an article. Any feedback is appreciated.
PM Rep-No report
Service/Membership Rep- Teri Johansen announced that the state has 7 new PM’s
in the last 5 months. PMR health benefit forms available on the NAPUS website. Hertz now offers discounts to NAPUS members. Three new members were
signed up that day.
Legislative Rep-Osa Siegner asked that members to notify her if they are planning on going to Leadership in March so she can set up appointments on the hill.
Scholarships are available for DC.
Committee ReportsPAC- Wendy Morris-Heller promoted ePAC by explaining how easy it is to sign
up for. Monies collected for convention so far is $90.
Registration- Wendy Morris-Heller reported this convention we have 20 active,
14 retirees and 6 guests. 15 preregistered for summer convention.
Scholarships-Mary Christiansen reported $1364.81 in scholarship fund. There
are still cookbooks available to purchase. Silent auction will close just before
lunch on the 15th.
National Convention-Angela Hawley reported $3743.06 in convention fund.
Check out Bellevue Square while you’re here. Read and offered to email a copy of
the fiscal policy. Talked about fund raising and encouraged members to attend
national convention in Oklahoma to help sell 50/50 raffle tickets.
Old Business- None
New Business-None
President Michelle Lee thanked district presidents.
Mary Christiansen made a motion to dismiss. Lisa Davis seconded.
Meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m.
Secretary
Wendy Allen
Postmaster, Castle Rock
January 14, 2012

Osa Siegner,
Postmaster
Tracyton

Mary Christiansen,
Postmaster Quinault

Lisa Davis, Postmaster La Center
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continued from page 4

Of course not; however, without
effective training in emotional
survival, a cynical outlook is most
likely the predictable outcome.
So what causes the psychological changes? Dr. Gilmartin’s
theory is that Law Enforcement
officers are put in to a state of hypervigilance by the stress related
to an ever present risk of danger.
I believe that hypervigilance is
experienced by anyone who has
to deal with an elevated state of
stress. So what exactly is hypervigilance and how does it affect
Postmasters? Hypervigilance is
a biological state. Its foundation
is in the neurological functioning of the brain. The brain has
a set of structures, known as
the reticular activating system
(RAS), that determines the level
of alertness at any given time.
This biological state is the body’s
way of increasing your ability to
perform the tasks you are faced
with. This means when you go to
work and are forced to deal with
the stressful duties of your job
your body naturally kicks it up in
to gear so that you are more alert,
you think faster and are able to
multi task more efficiently.
This state of alert interaction is
pleasant, you will often feel great.
You have a good sense of humor and interact well with those
around you. You are on top of
your game.
The problem is that with every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction. This means
when you get off work, the sympathetic branch of the autonomic
nervous system, which controls
your at work reactions, gives way
to the parasympathetic branch,
which controls off work reactions. The alert, alive, engaged,
quick thinking individual changes in to a detached, withdrawn,
tired, and apathetic individual
in his/her personal life. The
friend, spouse or significant other who describes the Postmaster
at home or away from the work
place might make observations
such as:
~ “He never talks anymore.”
~ “He comes home, sits in
front of the TV, and tunes out
the world.”
~ “She doesn’t have any patience for the kids.”
The significant other in this
Postmaster’s life is describing
the lower phase of the hypervigilance cycle. The demand for elevated alertness at work produces,
unless corrected, an extreme
reaction when the Postmaster goes home. The pendulous
swing from alertness at work to
indifference at home can strain
or even break personal relationships.
“I know when he’s sitting in front
of the TV and I’m talking to him,
he doesn’t hear a word of what
I’m saying.” -Postmaster’s wife
“She doesn’t hardly speak to me,
but when someone from work
calls on the phone she’s back
alive, full of emotion, questions,
and conversation about work.
But then when she hangs up and

I ask who it was, all I get is a distant ‘Ah, nobody really.”
-Postmaster’s husband
“When I come home from work,
even though I’ve been looking
forward all day to getting home
and seeing my family, I walk in
the door and it hits me. I feel
drugged. All I want to do is be
left alone.
-Postmaster
This two-phase effect of hypervigilance on the life of Postmasters can create a challenge
to maintain a balanced personal
life. If the challenges aren’t met
or the biological roller coaster
is not understood, relationships
fail, inappropriate behavior increases, and lives can be irreparably broken. Postmasters who
don’t understand the biological
changes occurring in their brain
will only know that at work they
feel perfectly fine and at home
they are miserable.
There is good news though...
Because the hypervigilance roller
coaster is a biological cycle, it will
actually self-correct if left alone.
For example, after approximately
eighteen to twenty-four hours,
the effects of hypervigilance will
be alleviated and the person will
return to a normal phase of social interaction, emotion, and
perception. The problem is...
what do you usually do within
18 to 24 hours after you return
home from work? That’s right,
you go back to work.
Without knowing that the
emotional and perceptual swing
is something taking place biologically within them, Postmasters
can mistakenly project responsibility for their emotions onto the
home and those in their personal
lives: “I guess I love my family, but I really can’t stand being
there. I walk into the house and
realize, man, I don’t want to be
here. It’s not something I can put
my finger on. I’m just not happy
at home.”
Before long we begin to recognize a cycle. Go to work, go
home, get depressed... Go to
work, go home, get depressed...
How do we break this cycle?
Unfortunately many of us decide “Don’t go home.” It makes
sense, right? Home is where we
feel miserable. Not going home
becomes an unconscious way
of breaking the cycle. How do
we do it? We stay at work for
long hours, we socialize outside
of work with coworkers and we
take detail assignments.
Symptoms of the hypervigilance roller coaster might include social isolation at home
where we assume our domestic
partner will take care of “all the
mundane activities” such as raising kids, maintaining the home,
and having a personal life. We
might find that we have an unwillingness to engage in conversation or activities that are not
Postal related. How often do you
find yourself at a party and notice
that the conversation revolves
around the Post Office? Telling
war stories and socializing with

other Postmasters gets the blood
flowing. It has tremendous antidepressant effects as telling and
listening to those stories moves
the us back up to the upper phase
of the roller coaster. You might
also find a reduced interaction
with non postal friends and acquaintances. Postmasters like to
relate with other Postmasters because we understand each other
and each other’s circumstances.
Another symptom would be
procrastination in decision making not related to work. We
cannot or simply do not want
to make decisions while in the
lower phase of the cycle. This can
leave our spouse or significant
other with a sense of abandonment and, on occasion, a feeling of being overwhelmed by
the responsibility of running the
household on his or her own.
And finally, one of the most
potentially painful aspects of the
hypervigilance roller coaster is
infidelity. Anything associated
with “home” or the lower phase
of the roller coaster is boring,
and anything associated with the
upper phase is exciting, stimulating, and dynamic. People meeting and interacting during the
upper phases appear brighter,
wittier, prettier, more handsome.
Emotions surge and individuals,
particularly those experiencing
the strain of the roller coaster in
their personal lives, find a very
destructive way to not go homethey go to someone else’s home.
Soon we find ourselves victims of the “I usta syndrome,” I
usta fish, I usta hunt, I usta work
out, I usta go to church. As our
situation deteriorates we may
find this syndrome to have progressed to I usta be married, I
usta have a personal life, I usta
give a darn about this job.
You might be asking yourself
who is the most at risk? Unfortunately the most susceptible
Postmasters to the effects of the
hypervigilance roller coaster are
the best Postmasters. They are
the most dedicated to being the
best Postmaster they can possibly be.
And who are the first victims
in this vicious cycle? In one
of Dr. Gilmartin’s seminars he
asked this question to a group of
police officers. Their response
was:
The first wife
The first husband
How many of you as Postmasters
can relate to that answer? The
real answer though, is of course,
you. You are the first victim.
Before the “I usta” syndrome
you had a diverse sense of identity that included your friends,
family, hobbies, values, interests,
sports, beliefs, goals and included your role as Postmaster.
After the “I usta” syndrome
your identity revolves primarily
around your role as Postmaster.
Some Postmasters will reject this
idea and say “I went fishing last
week,” but if you probe further,
you discover that, yes, the Postmaster did go fishing last week,
but with a couple other Postmas-

ters buddies. The question would
need to be asked: Was it really a
fishing trip? Or a choir practice
with fishing poles? What was the
main point of the trip?
Do you tell people you meet “I
am a Postmaster” or do you explain “I work as a Postmaster?” I
am a Postmaster defines the essential core of your sense of self,
it can transform a positive sense
of pride in the professional role
into an overshadowing of the
other essential aspects of your
life. There are many rolls that
balance out your roll as Postmaster. For example, “I am a
friend,” “I am a mother/father,”
“I am a husband/wife,” “I am a
Christian,” “I am a golfer.”
“I work as a Postmaster.”
An unbalance in personal
roles can lead to a sense of singular identity where your sense
of self is defined by the singular role of being a Postmaster.
If having a sense of autonomy
and a degree of control over
the events affecting one’s life
is essential for an emotionally
healthy individual, how does
the over-identification with
the Postmaster roll affect you?
Lets look at what we as Postmasters control. We control our
integrity. We control our professionalism and we control how
well we do the job assigned to us.
What other forces control aspects of our job... The District
our MPOO, the Union, Customers, Area, Headquarters
, and Congress.
The truth
is that much of what we do
is really out of our control. We
don’t set the policies, we don’t
make the rules. Suddenly we find
ourselves with a singular identity
that is controlled by others. This
leads to a feeling of injustice.
Many of us have firsthand experience of the dynamic of having
control taken away from us by
forces further up the administrative chain:
~ Not being able to approve
your employee’s OT
~ Not being able to schedule
your employees without approval
~ Not being able to order supplies you deem necessary
~ Being pulled from OIC assignments or Details
Sometimes there are valid reasons for the controlling but most
times it is B.S. and the controlling person is a Jerk who only
wants to flex their muscles to
demonstrate they have the power
to make your life miserable. The
Postmaster who has difficulty
with over-identification with
their role runs the risk of feeling
constantly in danger from the
forces that control their Postmaster role. It is at this point
the Postmaster who has been
unknowingly experiencing the
hypervigilance roller coaster becomes engaged in the psychological conflict that stems from
over-identification with a role
they do not control.
After listening to Postmasters,
an observer might encounter the
typical phenomenon that engulfs

many well-intentioned but poorly informed Postmasters.
“I can do the job if the jerks in
the District would just let me do
my job. “
“Oh yeah, my MPOO thinks he’s
going to tell me how to do something. He doesn’t know the first
thing about what I do”
“I’ve been with the USPS for 25
years – same circus, different
clowns.”
With these statements there
is the belief that the Postmaster
has somehow been wronged by
management either presently or
in the past. While this is sometimes the case, quite often the
Postmaster’s beliefs about being
victimized stem from an overall
distrust of management brought
on by the over-identification
with their role as PM. You can
always see the Postmasters who
don’t understand the dynamic.
They are constantly upset with
their MPOO, the District, Area
and the overall injustices and
wrongdoings being inflicted
upon them. They are consumed
by these negative emotions. As
they focus on their Postmaster
role and become consumed by
their “unfair treatment” the more
they consider themselves a victim and victims have no control.
Postmasters going through this
dynamic will experience intense
and profound emotions:
“I can’t stand this job!”
“I busted my butt in this office
and these jerks don’t even notice
or care.”
“I get so angry at this place, I just
don’t care anymore.”
So how do we become an
emotional survivor and avoid
the consequences and the turmoil of the hypervigilance roller
coaster? First of all we need to
practice aggressive time management. Do not attempt to simply
turn off your roll as Postmaster
when you go home or leave work
behind but make an effort to turn
on something different when you
get home. Maintain a clear sense
of work time and personal time.
This is sometimes easier said
than done because of the biological roller coaster which can
make it difficult to plan free time
and follow through if you require spontaneity. Schedule what
you are going to do and make
yourself follow the schedule.
Involve your significant other,
your children, and your friends
in the planning of the schedule
and remain accountable. Include
exercise in the schedule to help
even out the effects of the roller
coaster because 30-40 minutes of
aerobic activity raises the bottom
portion of the roller coaster back
within the normal limits. Most
importantly be aware of the biological changes that are happening within you and don’t allow
yourself to be overcome by the
stress of your job.
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